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12mm Laminate
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ELITE   |   12mm Laminate

12mm Laminate 2250mm x 195mm x 12mm

Inspired by the natural beauty of European oak, the 
Reflections 12mm Elite Range comes in 8 contemporary 
colours. The Elite range styles your interior space 
with natural elegance of timber-look and specialised 
technology. Whilst not only creating stunning visual 
appearance, Elite also provides you a warm touch  
feel underfoot.

The Elite Range is scratch resistant, colour fast, hygienic, 
easy to care for and low maintenance resulting in quality 
boards that are manufactured to the highest standards.

At Australian Select Timbers, we are proud of our 
premium products and endeavour to satisfy the market.
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Features & Specifications
Synchronised 

Embossing
The stunning synchronised embossing of 
Reflections Elite replicates the most elegant 
features of premium European Oak, it surely 
gives our Elite range an authentic timber  
floor appeal.

Inspiring 
Colours & 

Extra Length

Available in 8 stylish colours, finished with 
2250mm extra length & Micro V groove on 4 
sides, it provides your room with a luxurious 
and endless beauty.

Accessories
Stair 

Nosings
HDF bull-nose stair nosing to allow you to continue 
your floor scheme where there are stairs. Suited 
to match colours from our Elite range. Available in 
2400mm x 90mm x 12mm.

Scotia HDF core wrapped in colour matching from our 
entire Reflections laminate range. Used to conceal 
the expansion gap of your floor. Available in 
2400mm x 18mm x 18mm.

Hotels Shops Restaurants Offices Kitchens Residential Commercial

Reflections Elite Laminate with 
it’s water resistance and superior 

durability, it’s perfect for:

Silverstone
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